Back to the origins
The Longos are an ancient Dauna family devoted from generation to work and to the passion for
its region.
To design the future and to optimize the millenary roots of his land, the farmer Marco Longo has
gone back to the walls of his forefathers’ farm, with an onerous wine-growing and producing
plan, as a proof of passion for the history and the fruits of his land.
Today Masseria Duca d’Ascoli is a reality which, thanks to the Dr. Manuela Longo, produces and
distributes high-quality wines.
From the soil and the vineyard to the moment we raise the stem glasses, a single feeling links the
hearts of people who cooperate on this project: the love for their own land and the passion for
great wines.

Solid roots and excellent fruits
Waiting for the ﬁnishing of the modern structure not far away from the ancient farm, the winery
is now located in Castelluccio dei Sauri, in the heart of Tavoliere delle Puglie.
Getting in there means crossing the threshold of a wine-growing and producing reality in which
all modern knowledge about grape processing is expressed in full obedience of tradition, in order
to achieve prodigious results.
Man complies with nature and reinterprets it until perfect balance.
The result is the direct expression of the territory and it also reﬂects the strong and true
character of the people who live in there.

Organic farming and territory
Masseria Duca d’Ascoli has twenty-ﬁve hectares (sixty-one acres) of land cultivated with the
known and praised “Uva di Troia”, and subdivided into Contrada Mortellito, in the countryside
around Ascoli Satriano, and Valle Scodella, in the territory of Ordona.
The enterprice plans the next expansion of the farm to sixty hectares (about one hundred-fourty-eight acres) in total.
All the vineyards are managed according to the Organic Farming protocol, therefore each intervention is made without any use of chemicals.
The vineyards are grown at between 4,000 and 5,000 vines per hectare (about 1,600 – 2,000
per acre), exclusively by espalier cultivation at spurred cordon.
The yield of this variety is deliberately low for a rational management of land, in order to obtain
a product of excellent quality.

A modern and aware approach
First of all, setting the autochtonous “Uva di Troia” vine oﬀ means setting a a very high limit to
the environmental impact.
Besides, each working phase is the perfect union between human passion and wine-growing and
producing technology.
From the grape reception with belt elevator, to soft destemmering until the very delicate peristaltic pumps for the must transportation: all is designed to not solicit valuable berries. In addition to the must pumping over, the extraction of the aroma, tannins and colour is guaranteed by
“immersed cap” technology, which conﬁnes the marcs to the must, so improving the extraction
of noble components of the grape.
Then the marcs are left to a delicate press to obtain unblemished drained must.
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The new Select Bio corks have two improvements:
- A better texture. The external coating has a more suitable grip and is soft and nice to the
touch.
- Process and treatment innovations enhance appearance of corks, thanks to beautiful
wood grains that look like real bark; without any consequence on its performance and
uniformity.
World's ﬁrst zero carbon footprint wine cork.
Made from renewable, plant-based polymers.
100% recyclable
Minimizes environmental impact by preventing
spoilage and waste by alteration of wine.
Made by using 100% renewable energy and
minimum water consumption.
Allow constantly the inlet of the right amount of
oxygen, according to the winemaker willingness.
Ideal for premium wines intended to aging.

NERO DEL DUCA
Puglia I.G.P.
Nero di Troia

Product Typology: dry red wine obtained by processing only Nero di
Troia grape.
Grape blend: Nero di Troia in purity, from organic farming.
Wine-making: manual harvest of grape came to perfect maturation in
late October; grape pass slowly through the crusher-destemmer and
then follows the fermentation with maceration for 10 days at steady
temperature of 26°C; natural malolactic fermentation.
Reﬁnement for at least 12 months in barrique of medium size passing
through a second and a third transfer.
After bottling follows a period of aging in bottle for minimum 3 months.
Colour: bright ruby red.
Aroma: varied ripe red fruit; are also emphasized spicy aroma and marasca cherries; a little hint of vanilla.
Flavour: full-bodied and solid taste; harmonious and well-smoothed
tannins that prelude to persistent sweet and spicy notes.
Recommended matching: ideal with main courses of Mediterranean
tradition; excellent with meat dishes and aged cheese.
Service temperature: serve at temperature between 18 - 20°C, better if
poured in a decanter.
Bottle size: 750 ml.

NERO PURO
Puglia I.G.P.
Nero di Troia

Product Typology: dry red wine obtained by processing only Nero di
Troia grape.
Grape blend: Nero di Troia in purity, from organic farming.
Wine-making: manual harvesting of grape came to perfect maturation in
early October.
Immediate transport to the winery.
After the grape pass through the crusher-destemmer follows the
fermentation with maceration for 10 days at steady temperature of
26°C, the air is frequently renewed; natural malolactic fermentation.
Reﬁnement in steel vat.
After bottling, a further period of aging in bottle for minimum 3.
Colour: bright ruby red.
Aroma: varied ripe red fruit; are also emphasized spicy aroma and marasca cherries; a little hint of vanilla.
Flavour: robust taste; perceptible tannins but well harmonized with wine
texture.
Recommended matching: ideal with main courses of Mediterranean
tradition; excellent with char-grilled meat dishes and aged cheese.
Service temperature: serve at temperature between 18 - 20°C, better if
poured in a decanter.
Bottle size: 750 ml.

ROSA DEL DUCA

DOC Tavoliere delle Puglie

Product Typology: dry rosé wine obtained by processing only Nero di
Troia grape.
Grape blend: Nero di Troia in purity, from organic farming.
Wine-making: manual harvest brought forward on September. Grape
soft pressing and static cleaning of free run must; slow fermentation at
steady temperature of 16°C for about 15-20 days; Malolactic fermentation not carried out and the wine is reﬁned on thin lees for 5-6 months.
After bottling follows a period of aging in bottle for 1 month.
Colour: intense and bright coral red with typical copper shades.
Aroma: cleanness nose with recall of fresh fruit and grape.
Flavour: very pleasant, with a body richly supported by an elegant sour
vein.
Recommended matching: ideal with appetizer and seafood main course
or fried; excellent with second course of ﬁsh and aged cheese.
Award: 2017, Mondial du Rosé – GOLD – Cannes.
Service temperature: serve well cold at temperature under 10°C.
Bottle size: 750 ml.

BIANCO DEL DUCA
Organic White Wine

Product typology: dry white wine obtained by fermentation oﬀ skins of
red grape (blanc de noir).
Grape blend: white wine from back berry single varietal grape, from
organic farming.
Wine-making: manual harvest brought forward on September; grape
soft pressing and cleaning of free run must; cold decanting and static
cleaning of the must.
Slow fermentation at steady temperature of 16°C for about 15-20 days;
Malolactic fermentation not carried out.
Reﬁnement in steel vats for 5-6 months.
After bottling follows a period of aging in bottle for 1 month.
Colour: slightly copper white.
Aroma: honey and a strong recall of white fruits.
Flavour: thin balance between the freshness of white wine and the
full-bodied structure of red grape.
Recommended matching: ideal with appetizer and seafood main course;
excellent with second course of ﬁsh and aged cheese.
Service temperature: serve well cold at temperature under 10°C.
Bottle size: 750 ml.

PASSITO DEL DUCA
Puglia I.G.P.
Nero di Troia

Product Typology: sweet red wine.
Grape blend: 100% Nero di Troia in purity, from organic farming.
Wine-making: late harvest of grape on November after the passerillage
raisining of grapes on the plant. Gentle processing of grape and “submerged cap” maceration. Slow fermentation without depletion of natural
sugar.
Mild clariﬁcation and ensuing cold stabilization, bottled one year after
the harvest.
Colour: intense cherry red with purple reﬂections.
Aroma: intense aromatic notes with emphasized red fruit hint.
Flavour: full-bodied taste in a satisfying sweetness, spicy persistence.
Recommended matching: astonishing with red meat and medium-aged
cheese, traditionally with desserts and exquisite artisan chocolate.
Service temperature: around 19°C.
Bottle size: 375 ml.
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